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Is price stability optimal in stickyIs price stability optimal in sticky--price models?price models?

In general, no.In general, no.
Monetary policy sets the inflation rate so as to minimize the Monetary policy sets the inflation rate so as to minimize the 
opportunity cost of holding cash.opportunity cost of holding cash.
Fiscal policy sets commodityFiscal policy sets commodity--specific production taxes to specific production taxes to 
eliminate relative price distortions.eliminate relative price distortions.

Under special circumstances, price stability Under special circumstances, price stability isis optimal:optimal:
Cashless economy.Cashless economy.
No price indexation.No price indexation.
No commodityNo commodity--specific taxes.specific taxes.



What is the opportunity cost of holding cash?What is the opportunity cost of holding cash?

As of early 2005, U.S. currency in circulation is about $750 As of early 2005, U.S. currency in circulation is about $750 
billion.billion.
Roughly 2/3 of which is held abroad.Roughly 2/3 of which is held abroad.
Cash in circulation in the U.S. is about $250 billion, or 2% of Cash in circulation in the U.S. is about $250 billion, or 2% of 
annual GDP.annual GDP.
Assuming all of this is held for transactions purposes, and an Assuming all of this is held for transactions purposes, and an 
interest rate foregone of 3% p.a., the opportunity cost is aboutinterest rate foregone of 3% p.a., the opportunity cost is about
0.06% of GDP.0.06% of GDP.



The effects of indexation on the welfare objectiveThe effects of indexation on the welfare objective

Consider “Woodford’s” (really Consider “Woodford’s” (really CEE’sCEE’s and Smetsand Smets--Wouters’) Wouters’) 
indexation rule indexation rule pptt(j(j)=p)=ptt--11(j) (P(j) (Ptt--11/P/Ptt--22))γγ. The period loss function . The period loss function 
in the secondin the second--order approximation to the representative order approximation to the representative 
household’s utility changes from household’s utility changes from ππtt
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22..
In a cashless economy, with full indexation any In a cashless economy, with full indexation any steadysteady--statestate
inflation rate can be optimal, nothing special about 0 inflationinflation rate can be optimal, nothing special about 0 inflation..
Optimal monetary policy stabilizes actual inflation at that steaOptimal monetary policy stabilizes actual inflation at that steadydy--
state inflation rate (“validates core inflation”). state inflation rate (“validates core inflation”). 



What is the “right” indexation rule?What is the “right” indexation rule?

Paper points out that several indexation rules (for example CEE Paper points out that several indexation rules (for example CEE 
with with γγ ≠≠ 1) can introduce permanent inflation non1) can introduce permanent inflation non--neutrality, are neutrality, are 
subject to Lucas critique.subject to Lucas critique.
Is indexation empirically important? Perhaps in wage setting, buIs indexation empirically important? Perhaps in wage setting, but t 
not in price setting.not in price setting.
Contributions to recent IPN conference:Contributions to recent IPN conference:

Survey results for the euro area (Fabiani Survey results for the euro area (Fabiani et alet al.) suggest that .) suggest that 
information processing costs are not important.information processing costs are not important.
Price adjustments are lumpy, nominal prices remain Price adjustments are lumpy, nominal prices remain 
unchanged for extended periods.unchanged for extended periods.
→ “no indexation” seems to be the answer.→ “no indexation” seems to be the answer.



The role of fiscal policyThe role of fiscal policy

Even absent indexation, as long as commodityEven absent indexation, as long as commodity--specific taxes can specific taxes can 
be set to offset relative price distortions, any inflation rate be set to offset relative price distortions, any inflation rate could could 
be chosen without causing welfare losses due to price distortionbe chosen without causing welfare losses due to price distortions.s.
Informational requirements for commodityInformational requirements for commodity--specific taxes to specific taxes to 
neutralize relative price distortions are enormous: need to neutralize relative price distortions are enormous: need to 
observe all idiosyncratic shocks to marginal cost to measure observe all idiosyncratic shocks to marginal cost to measure 
markupsmarkups..
Welfare losses due to relative price dispersion can be large in Welfare losses due to relative price dispersion can be large in the the 
CalvoCalvo model (although probably exaggerated).model (although probably exaggerated).
Absent indexation and commodityAbsent indexation and commodity--specific taxes, this provides a specific taxes, this provides a 
strong argument for price stability.strong argument for price stability.



Should monetary policy pursue price stability?Should monetary policy pursue price stability?

Opportunity cost of holding cash seems small.Opportunity cost of holding cash seems small.
Evidence for price indexation is weak.Evidence for price indexation is weak.
Fiscal policy’s ability to correct relative price distortions seFiscal policy’s ability to correct relative price distortions seems ems 
limited.limited.
Accepting the remaining assumptions of the newAccepting the remaining assumptions of the new--Keynesian Keynesian 
model, the answer is yes.model, the answer is yes.


